A Match Made in Heaven!
HONEYWELL RADAR VELOCITY SYSTEM, HONEYWELL COMPACT INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM & INFINIDOME GPS ANTI-JAMMING SYSTEM

HRVS

HCINS

GPSdome 1

The Honeywell Radar Velocity System (HRVS) is The size of a deck of cards, the Honeywell Compact Inertial
a small, lightweight, and low-power radarNavigation System uses tactical-grade inertial sensors to
based navigation-aiding system.
provide centimeter-level accuracy to commercial and military
customers.
The HRVS uses millimeter wave radar
(mmWave) technology (60-64GHz or 76-81
The Compact Inertial Navigation System outputs position,
GHz) and outputs the range and velocity of
orientation and velocity data.
objects.
What is a Compact Inertial Navigation System?
What is a Radar Velocity System?
Honeywell’s Compact Inertial Navigation System is designed to
The Honeywell Radar Velocity System (HRVS) is cater to customers who need a highly-accurate navigation
a small, lightweight, low-power radar-based
system in a small package with low weight and power
navigation-aiding system. It uses millimeter
requirements.
wave sensing technology (60-64GHz or 76-81
GHz) providing the range and velocity of
Our Compact Inertial Navigation System contains a 4G modem
objects. The HRVS can provide cm level-range to receive RTK corrections which greatly improves the accuracy
accuracy and is impervious to environmental
of the system while protecting the navigation accuracy of those
conditions such as rain, fog, dust, and snow.
who rely on it to navigate safely in GNSS-denied environments.
Our HRVS can be used either as a velocity
aiding source to inertial navigation systems or
as an independent velocity sensing system in
commercial and military applications.
Radar Velocity System Applications
While the primary purpose of HRVS is to be an
aiding source to inertial navigation systems,
we can use HRVS also as a speed sensor or as
a proximity warning system. Some of the
applications where HRVS can be used are:
·
Commercial Vehicles
·
Military Vehicles
·
Unmanned Aerial Systems
Key Honeywell Advantages
·
Based on mmW sensor (60-64 GHz)
·
Altitude <170m
·
Indefinite precise hover as error doesn’t
grow with time (unlike INS)
·
Error approx. 1-2% distance travelled
·
Cm level-range accuracy
·
Impervious to environmental conditions
such as rain, fog, dust, and snow

The Compact Inertial Navigation System has been engineered
to work with other Honeywell navigation aids and third-party
alternative navigation systems without significant upgrades
and can be used as a standalone system or as a combined
system with solutions such as our radar velocity system and/or
anti-jamming systems such as GPSdome.
Compact Inertial Navigation System applications
Our Compact Inertial Navigation Systems are designed for
customers who operate in the air, on the ground and at sea. It
can be used in a variety of applications such as UAS,
commercial and military surface vehicles and personal
navigation system for dismounted applications. The compact
inertial navigation system is ideal for customers ranging from
UAVs to niche commercial vehicles that operate in GNSSdenied environments and experience intermittent or
continuous GNSS outages.
Some applications where Compact Inertial Navigation System
can be used:
Military surface vehicles
Niche commercial Land vehicles including autonomous
vehicles
Personal Navigation
UAV – Military and Civil

Visit https://aerospace.honeywell.com

We have partnered with Honeywell to protect military and
civilian applications from malicious jamming
GPSdome is ideal for applications that operate in an
environment where low-power GNSS jamming is likely to
occur.
With the objective of protecting small drones/UAVs, and
government Critical Infrastructures, infiniDome categorized its
first product, GPSdome, as a dual-use product. Meaning that
with very minimal control by the Israeli Ministry of Economy,
infiniDome markets and sells GPSdome and GPSdome OEM
Board product lines globally. GPSdome will continue to be
dedicated for dual-use customers and applications targeting
protection of airborne and government applications.
GPSdome is a small-sized, add-on or retrofit device that
provides protection against GPS jamming, ensuring continuity
of navigation and operation during jamming disruptions. No
other solution that offers this robust protection is as small,
light, affordable or as easily installed as GPSdome.
Visit infiniDome at UVID 2021
See infiniDome CEO, Omer Sharar speak
Staying clear of GPS jamming has never been harder.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are increasingly used in
traditionally manned missions in Defense, HLS and commercial
applications. As their prices decrease, their capabilities
improve and regulations ease. However, UAVs rely heavily on
GPS, particularly for BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line Of Sight)
operations. Due to the weak and vulnerable nature of the
GNSS signal, it is extremely susceptible to jamming attacks
from inexpensive jammers bought online.
During this conference we will present the joint solution by
Honeywell and infiniDome, which provides the best-in-class
resilient navigation solution for UAVs and protection from
GNSS interference. By tightly pairing Honeywell’s GNSS-based
UAV-tailored Compact Inertial Navigation System (HCINS) with
infiniDome’s GNSS anti-jamming technology (GPSdome) and
Honeywell’s Radar-based Velocity System (HRVS), we will show
a solution that could be installed on almost any UAV with a
flight controller (e.g. Pixhawk) providing it with continuous,
accurate navigation data in GNSS-challenged or fully GNSSdenied environment.
Visit www.infiniDome.com
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The combination of Honeywell's Radar Velocity System and Compact Inertial Navigation System with infiniDome's
GPS Anti-Jamming System (GPSdome) can provide solutions to a variety of GPS disruptions.

GNSS Disruption Type

Duration of Disruption

Solution
Description

Low Power Jamming

Any duration

GPSdome 1.0

High Power Jamming

< 1min

GPSdome 1.0 + HCINS

High Power Jamming

> 1min

GPSdome 1.0 + HCINS + HRVS

Unintentional Disruptions (Multi-path, tunnels,
difficult terrain, satellites not visible etc)

< 1min

HCINS

Unintentional Disruptions (Multi-path, tunnels,
difficult terrain, satellites not visible etc)

> 1min

HCINS + HRVS

Multi-Source (Up to 3), multiconstellation, high power jamming

> 1min

GPSdome 2.0 + HCINS + HRVS

Spoofing

Any Duration

GPSdome with Anti-Spoofing
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